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Full call history directly
on the IP phone!
If you tried to display a call log on an IP Touch
phone set from the OmniPCX family, you came to
the conclusion that it‘s just not possible for several devices.

IPCallLog supplies exactly this functionality, and
adds even more information to the list: it displays
incoming and outgoing calls separated, and it
even logs calls that you miss while being in a call
yourself.
For TDM and DECT devices, we recommend our
full-featured CTI solution click2dial4, that includes the complete call log functionality and
much more.

Hier steht Ihr Firmenslogan.

More applications from systel:

click2dial4
CTI easily brilliant - now with Busylights

sys-IPCallLog

sys-cam

Full call history for IP Touch phones

Live door camera streams on IP Touch phones

sys-time
Track time with the IP Touch - discover the possibilities!

sys-alert

Alert up to 7000 IP Touch phones simultaneously

sys-book

A personal, stand-alone phone book for every IP Touch phone

sys-whatever-you-want!

systel develops the application that your company needs!

Informative, compact and
easy to use
Please notice the additionally required licenses, offered via Actis

- XML Services for IPTouch and Web Service for Telefonie (ICS)
- OpenTouch Conversation User (OT)
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now showing
incoming calls
on busy set

Call history on the IP phone — featuring incoming calls on busy set!
IPCallLog - all your calls at a glance
IPCallLog introduces the possibility to display a
complete call log the IP phone. It uses the XML
interface of the IP phone family (8028, 8038,
8068 und My Softphone) to display number,
name and time and date of past calls on the
display. Listed are missed calls and, otherwise
not possible, all outgoing and accepted calls
and even missed calls that happened while the
line was busy.
The call log keeps more than 200 calls and
every entry can be called and even saved to
short dial slots from within the list view.

The applications offers a complete and multiple filtered
views of the available call history: incoming, outgoing, and
incoming on busy set.

When an entry is selected, a detail view is shown.

The detail view contains useful information about the call.

Special feature: If you receive a call while being in a conversation, you get a notification, containing the caller
information and a button to instantly start a call back.

Prerequisites
To use the IPCallLog application, either an XML
server with version 6 or higher, or an
OpenTouch server is required. Further, you
need a telephone system sufficiently licensed
to provide and run XML applications.

If a BICS or OpenTouch server is already
available, the integrated XML server can be
used. Otherwise, the required XML server can
be installed once and later on used as basis
for further software products and customtailored applications that fulfill your personal
requirements. We will gladly inform you about
further details.

